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 Carbon-based materials have gained significant attention in the field of energy storage 
due to their unique   properties such as high surface area, excellent electrical conductivity, 
and chemical stability. Shale rock, a sedimentary rock composed mainly of clay minerals, 
can be a potential source for carbon-based materials. One of the main advantages of using 
carbon-doped shale rock nanoparticles in energy storage devices is their high specific 
surface area. The porous structure of these nanoparticles provides a large number of 
active sites for electrochemical reactions, allowing for efficient charge storage. 
Additionally, the presence of carbon in the nanoparticles enhances their electrical 
conductivity, enabling faster electron transfer during charge and discharge cycles. .This 
abstract focuses on the synthesis of shale rock nanoparticles using a chemical reduction 
method with HNO3, as well as the doping of graphene into these nanoparticles using the 
liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) method with propanol. The chemical reduction method 
involves the use of HNO3 as an oxidizing agent to break down the shale rock into smaller 
particles. This method offers several advantages, including simplicity, cost-effectiveness, 
and scalability. The HNO3 reacts with the shale rock, leading to the formation of 
nanoparticles through a redox reaction. The resulting shale rock nanoparticles exhibit 
enhanced surface area and reactivity, making them suitable for various applications. 
Graphene, a two-dimensional carbon allotrope, is known for its exceptional mechanical, 
electrical, and thermal properties. Doping graphene into shale rock nanoparticles can 
further enhance their properties and expand their potential applications. The liquid 
phase exfoliation (LPE) method with propanol is employed for this purpose. Propanol 
acts as a solvent that facilitates the exfoliation of graphene sheets from graphite and their 
dispersion into the shale rock nanoparticle suspension. The ultrasonic waves create shear 
forces that separate the graphene sheets from each other and disperse them uniformly 
within the nanoparticle suspension. The resulting graphene-doped shale rock 
nanoparticles exhibit improved conductivity, mechanical strength, and stability. The 
synthesized shale rock nanoparticles doped with graphene hold great promise in various 
fields such as energy storage, catalysis, environmental remediation, and electronics. Their 
increased surface area and unique properties make them suitable for applications such 
as super capacitors, sensors, adsorbents, and reinforcement materials and  The 

synthesized carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles is dried and calcinated to remove the 

impurities. The resulting nanoparticles is then characterized using techniques such as Raman 

spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and  EDX to 

determine  the rock’s composition, mineralogy, and pore structure and morphology of the 

synthesized carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles. 
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Introduction 

Shale rock nanoparticles refer to the tiny particles that are 
derived  from shale rocks through various processes such as 
mechanical grinding or chemical treatment. Shale is a fine-
grained sedimentary rock composed of clay minerals and 
organic matter. It is widely distributed around the world 
and has gained significant attention due to its potential as a 
source of oil and gas through the process of hydraulic 
fracturing, also known fracking. In recent years, researchers 
have started exploring the use of shale rock nanoparticles in 
various fields, including materials science, environmental 
remediation, and biotechnology. These nanoparticles 
possess unique properties that make them attractive for 
different applications. Understanding the characteristics 
and potential applications of shale rock nanoparticles is 
crucial for harnessing their benefits effectively. Shale rock 
nanoparticles exhibit several distinctive characteristics that 
make them valuable in different applications. These 
characteristics include : 

Nano-sized Particles: Shale rock nanoparticles have a size 
range typically    below 100 nanometers, which gives them a 
high surface area-to-volume ratio. This enhanced surface 
area allows for increased reactivity and interaction with 
other substances.  

Chemical Composition: Shale rocks consist primarily of 
clay minerals, which contain various elements such as 
silicon, aluminum, oxygen, and hydrogen. The chemical 
composition of shale rock nanoparticles can vary depending 
on the specific shale    formation. 

Porosity: Shale rocks possess inherent porosity due to their 
fine-grained nature. This porosity contributes to the storage 
and transport of fluids within the rock matrix. 

Mechanical Strength: Shale rocks are known for their 
mechanical strength, which translates to the nanoparticles 
derived from them. This property makes shale rock 
nanoparticles suitable for applications requiring structural 
integrity 

.Adsorption Capacity: Shale rock nanoparticles have a high   
adsorption capacity due to their porous structure. They can 
adsorb various substances, including organic compounds, 
heavy metals, and pollutants, making them useful for 
environmental remediation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Effect of Carbon Doping on Internal Structure 

     The internal structure of shale rock plays a crucial role in            
determining its mechanical and transport properties. 
Carbon doping can significantly impact this internal 
structure and alter various characteristics that influence the 
behavior of shale rock nanoparticles. Firstly, carbon doping 
can enhance the porosity of shale rock nanoparticles. The 
introduction of carbon materials creates additional void 
spaces within the rock matrix, increasing its overall 
porosity. This increased porosity can improve the storage 
capacity of hydrocarbons within the shale formation and 
facilitate their release during extraction processes. 
Formation of composites: Graphene and shale rock 
nanoparticles can form a composite material with a unique 
internal structure, characterized by the intercalation or 
exfoliation of graphene layers between the shale rock 
nanoparticles. 

Increased porosity: The addition of graphene can create a 
more porous internal structure in shale rock nanoparticles, 
allowing for greater adsorption and reactivity. 

Alteration of surface chemistry: Graphene doping can 
change the surface chemistry of shale rock nanoparticles, 
potentially affecting their interaction with other materials 
and environmental conditions. 

Enhanced stability: Graphene can improve the stability of 
shale rock nanoparticles, preventing their aggregation and 
ensuring their long-term effectiveness in various 
applications. 

Overall, carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles have the 
potential to revolutionize various industries due to their 
unique properties and applications. The role of graphene in 
enhancing the properties of shale rock nanoparticles and the 
impact of doping on their internal structure have been 
explored in numerous research studies, paving the way for 
the development of advanced materials for diverse 
applications. 
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Experimental details 

 

 

The synthesis of shale rock nanoparticles involves several 

steps, including acid treatment with HNO3 and calcination for 

removing impurities. 

Acid Treatment with HNO3 

The first step in the synthesis of shale rock nanoparticles is the 

acid treatment with nitric acid (HNO3). This process aims to 

dissolve the mineral components of the shale rock, leaving 

behind the desired nanoparticles. Nitric acid is commonly used 

for this purpose due to its strong oxidizing properties and ability 

to dissolve various minerals. 

During the acid treatment, the shale rock is typically crushed 

into smaller pieces or ground into a fine powder to increase the 

surface area available for reaction. The shale rock is then mixed 

with a suitable concentration of nitric acid and allowed to react 

for a specific period of time. The reaction between shale rock 

and nitric acid results in the dissolution of minerals such as 

carbonates, sulfides, and other impurities present in the 

rock.The acid treatment conditions can vary depending on 

factors such as the desired particle size, composition of the shale 

rock, and intended application of the nanoparticles. 

Optimization of parameters such as acid concentration, reaction 

time, and temperature is crucial to achieve the desired 

nanoparticle characteristics. 

Filtration and Washing 

After the acid treatment, the resulting mixture is typically 

filtered to separate the dissolved minerals from the remaining 

solid residue. Filtration can be performed using various 

methods such as vacuum filtration or centrifugation. The solid 

residue obtained after filtration contains the desired shale rock 

nanoparticles. 

To remove any residual acids or dissolved impurities adhering 

to the nanoparticles, washing is usually carried out. This step 

involves rinsing the solid residue with distilled water multiple 

times to ensure the removal of any remaining contaminants. 

Calcination for Removing Impurities 

 

Calcination is a thermal treatment process used to remove 

impurities and enhance the properties of nanoparticles. In the 

context of shale rock nanoparticle synthesis, calcination is 

employed to eliminate residual organic matter, decompose 

carbonates, and transform certain mineral phases to more 

desirable forms. 

The calcination process involves heating the washed shale rock 

nanoparticles at elevated temperatures in a controlled 

atmosphere. The temperature and duration of calcination 

depend on factors such as the composition of the shale rock and 

the desired properties of the nanoparticles. Typically, 

calcination temperatures range from 500°C to 1000°C. During 

calcination, organic matter present in the nanoparticles 

undergoes combustion, resulting in its removal. Additionally, 

carbonates present in the shale rock decompose, releasing 

carbon dioxide (CO2) and leaving behind oxides or other 

desired mineral phases. The calcination process also promotes 

sintering, which leads to the formation of well-defined 

nanoparticle structures. 

Using Propanol for Synthesis of Graphene LPE Method 

Graphite powder preparation: High-quality graphite powder 

is required for the synthesis of high-quality graphene. The 

graphite powder is obtained by mechanical milling or grinding 

of natural graphite or by chemical exfoliation of graphite oxide. 

Propanol dispersion: In this step, the graphite powder is 

dispersed in propanol (C3H7OH), a suitable solvent for the LPE 

method. The graphite powder is typically sonicated in propanol 

to break the aggregates and ensure a uniform distribution. 

Exfoliation: The graphite-propanol dispersion is subjected to 

ultra sonication, shear forces, or other mechanical agitation 

methods to exfoliate the graphite layers. This process separates 

the layers and forms individual graphene sheets in the solvent. 

Collection of exfoliated graphene: After exfoliation, the 

graphene sheets are collected by filtration, centrifugation, or 

other separation techniques. The collected graphene can be 

washed with fresh propanol to remove any residual impurities. 

Drying and characterization: The exfoliated graphene is dried 

under vacuum or at low temperatures to remove the solvent. The 

resulting graphene is then characterized using techniques such 

as xrd, sem , edx, raman. 

Doping of graphene into shale rock nanoparticles 

The doping of graphene into shale rock nanoparticles done  

using stirring and ultra sonication techniques, they can lead to 

significant improvements in the properties of shale rock. These 

improvements can be harnessed in various applications, such as 

enhanced oil and gas recovery, energy storage, construction 

materials, and water treatment sectors, resulting nanoparticles 

were dried and calcinated and then characterized. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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3. Results and discussion  
 

Structural analysis by XRD 
 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was 
conducted on shale rock samples to 
determine their crystallographic structure 
and estimate the average crystalline size of 
the mineral phases present. The samples, 
namely Shale Rock Nanoparticles (SHN), 
Carbon Doped Shale Rock (SHC), Tin Doped 
Shale Rock (SHT), and Graphene Doped 
Shale Rock (SHG), exhibited varying average 
crystalline sizes of 19.212 nm, 14.547 nm, 
40.849 nm, and 22.833 nm, respectively. The 
XRD patterns revealed the presence of 
minerals such as quartz, feldspar, mica, and 
clay minerals in the shale rock samples. X-
ray diffraction (XRD) analysis is an essential 
technique for characterizing the 
crystallographic structure, chemical 
composition, and physical properties of 

materials. In this study, the focus was on 
shale rock samples, which are known for 
their potential application in energy storage 
devices due to their unique properties, 
including their small crystalline size. 
 
 Compositional analysis by EDAX 
 
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
analysis was carried out for shale rock 
nanoparticles. The sample is predominantly 
composed of carbon and oxygen, with weight 
percentages of 42.47% and 44.66%, 
respectively. The other elements present in 
the sample, including sodium, aluminum, 
silicon, titanium, and iron, are present in 
trace amounts 1. The sample’s composition 
suggests that it could be used in energy 
storage applications. 
 

 

 

 
                     
Xrd results of carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles 
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                                     Calculated Average Crystalline Size of shale rock nanoparticles 
 
 
 

 
Element Weight% Atomic%  

         

C K 42.47 52.15  

O K 44.66 41.16  

Na K 0.23 0.15  

Al K 5.13 2.80  

Si K 6.67 3.50  

Ti K 0.30 0.09  

Fe K 0.54 0.14  

    

Totals 100.00   

 

 EDAX spectrum and analysis of carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles.  
  

Shale rock sample   D  size 

           SHN 19.212 

           SHC 14.547 

           SHT  40.849 

           SHG 22.833 
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                  SEM images of prepared carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles at nm range 
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Morphological analysis by SEM 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
analysis reveals a complex morphology of 
aggregated particles with irregular shapes and 
sizes. These particles exhibit a heterogeneous 
size distribution and surface texture, indicating a 
multi-phase formation process. The intricate 
topography of the particle surfaces suggests 
potential applications in areas that require high 
surface area and reactivity. The particles 
themselves are irregular in shape, with some 
appearing flatter while others are more elevated, 
resulting in a rough and uneven surface. 
Additionally, there is no uniformity in the size of 
the particles, as they vary greatly, contributing to 
the overall complex texture of the surface. Based 
on the scale bar and the number of particles 
visible in the image, the average particle size is 
estimated to be around 100 nm. The particles are 
densely packed together, lacking any distinct 
pattern or orientation. Furthermore, there is no 
clear demarcation between individual particles, 
which indicates possible agglomeration or 
sintering effects. Agglomeration of the particles 
may be attributed to attractive forces such as van 

der Waals forces, electrostatic forces, or chemical 
bonds, while sintering might be caused by high 
temperatures or pressures during synthesis or 
post-treatment. These processes of 
agglomeration and sintering could potentially 
impact the porosity, density, and mechanical 
properties of the sample. The surface of the 
particles appears rough and porous, displaying 
varying degrees of roughness and texture. This 
roughness may be influenced by factors like 
crystallinity, phase composition, and defect 
structure of the particles, while the porosity 
could be affected by gas evolution, solvent 
evaporation, or phase separation during 
synthesis or post-treatment. Ultimately, the 
roughness and porosity of the surface play a 
crucial role in determining the surface area, 
reactivity, and catalytic activity of the sample. For 
a comprehensive characterization of the sample, 
it is recommended to employ additional 
techniques such as X-ray diffraction, energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, or transmission 
electron microscopy. 

 

                                    Carbon doped shale rock nanoparticles electron image  
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Vibrational analysis by Raman Spectroscopy: 
 
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive 
analytical technique used to study vibrational, 
rotational, and other low-frequency modes in a 
system. It provides detailed information about 
chemical structure, crystallinity, and molecular 
interactions. This technique is based on the 
Raman effect, which involves the inelastic 
scattering of photons by molecules. When light 
interacts with a molecule, most of the scattered 
light has the same energy (frequency) as the 
incident light (Rayleigh scattering). However, a 
small fraction of the scattered light has different 
energies due to interactions with molecular 
vibrations or rotations. This shift in energy 
provides valuable information about the 
molecular composition and structure of the 
sample.  The Raman spectrum for each Ψ value is 
done with excitation wavelength 1000 nm using 
BW TEK Mini Raman instrument. In the Raman 
spectrum of shale rock  nanoparticles, showed 
three strong peaks around 780, 790, and 850 cm, 
and two weak bands at 900 and 925 cm (Fig. 5.8) 
are observed. The peaks at 825 cm²¹ and  850 
cm²¹ in the Raman spectrum of shale rock 
nanoparticles are related to the doping of carbon 

nanoparticles and shows change in shift. Based 
on the Raman analysis, there is a noticeable shift 
and change in the peaks across different samples 
(S3,S2, S1, S). The peaks represent vibrational 
modes of molecules in the sample. A shift in peak 
positions indicates a change in molecular or 
crystal structure. For instance, the peak near 800 
on the x-axis for SHN shifts to higher 
wavenumbers for S1 Dar and continues shifting 
for S2 and S3. This could be due to changes or 
variations in chemical composition, stress/strain 
levels or other structural modifications. The 
intensity of peaks also varies among samples; 
this can be attributed to differences in 
concentration or orientation of molecules 
contributing to specific vibrational modes.  Each 
spectrum has distinct peaks indicating different 
molecular structures or compositions. There are 
notable shifts and changes in peak intensities 
among these spectra. These changes can reveal 
compressive/tensile stresses in the sample, 
variations in crystallinity, and the amount of 
material respectively 
. 
 
 

 

 
                                                                                         Raman shift  
                                                          Vibrational Analysis by Raman spectroscopy 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion,  successfully synthesized 
carbon-doped shale rock nanoparticles 
using a chemical reduction method from 
shale rock and ultra sonication for carbon 
doping. Graphene oxide was also 
synthesized using propanol with the LDE 
method, Two nanoparticles were 
successfully  doped , carbon-doped shale 
rock nanoparticles  were obtained 
,Characterization analysis revealed that the 
synthesized nanoparticles consisted of a 
mixture of elements, including c, o ,na, fe,  
and Al, Si. XRD analysis confirmed a 
crystalline structure, with average 
crystalline sizes of 19 nm for shale rock and 
22.8 nm for carbon-doped shale rock. SEM 
images displayed a hexagonal structure with 
densely packed, irregularly shaped particles 
resembling flower petals or scales. EDX 
results indicated the presence of carbon, 
oxygen, sodium, aluminum, silicon, titanium, 
and iron in the material. Raman 
spectroscopy analysis revealed a complex 

molecular structure, with the highest peak 
appearing around 800 cm-1 for shale rock 
nanoparticles and a Raman shift at 780 cm-
1. These findings demonstrate the potential 
conductivity and stability of the synthesized 
nanoparticles. The irregular shapes and sizes 

of the particles increase the surface area and 

reactivity of the material, which can enhance 

the charge storage and transfer processes. The 

rough and porous surface of the particles 

provide more active sites and channels for the 

electrolyte ions to access and interact with the 

material, which can improve the capacitance 

and rate performance of the material. The 

agglomeration and sintering of the particles 

create a dense and compact structure, which can 

reduce the internal resistance and increase the 

conductivity of the material. These 

morphological features can contribute to the 

high energy density and power density of the 

material, making it suitable for super capacitors 

and other energy storage devices. 
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